
 
 

Centrose Granted Japanese Patent Covering EDC Technology 
 

MADISON, WI. August 1, 2017 – Centrose LLC, a biotechnology company developing novel 
precision therapies for cancer patients, announced today that the Japanese Patent Office has 
granted Centrose a patent for Extracellular Drug Conjugates or EDCs, Centrose’s core platform 
technology. Corresponding patents have been issued in the United States and are currently 
being prosecuted around the world. 
 
This patent (no. 6,158,962) broadly covers EDC Technology and is specific to any drug 
attached to a targeting vehicle that acts on extracellular targets. EDCs are considered precision 
therapeutics because they precisely act on cells they were designed for. This is extremely 
important in cancer therapy because EDC Technology can significantly reduce the unwanted 
toxic side effects of chemotherapies. Current EDCs also activate immune cells through their 
cancer killing process known as necrosis. If this affect can be shown in patients, it would be an 
enormous breakthrough. 
 
EDCs also act outside of the cell. This is important because getting drugs into cells decreases 
their potency and cancers usually find ways of pumping drugs back out. Additionally, since 
chemotherapies work inside of the cell, EDCs provide a new mechanism for killing cancer; 
somethings doctors and their patients are in dire need of.  
 
EDCs are also administered in the same manner most cancer therapies are today. Therefore 
hospitals, doctors and patients should be more accepting of EDC therapy over emerging 
therapies that require complicated medical and laboratory procedures. 
 
“We at Centrose envision a day when all drugs will be precise,” said Dr. James Prudent, 
President & CEO of Centrose. “Today we are using Rituximab to precisely place a naturally 
occurring toxin on the surface of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma cells and we hope to soon be 
manufacturing other EDCs that have shown promise killing drug resistant pancreatic, thyroid, 
ovarian and metastatic cancers.” 
 
Centrose lead EDC (ProxAlpha), is being manufactured at the cGMP facilities of our partner and 
Centrose anticipates initiating Phase I clinical trials in the near future. Non-GLP toxicology 
studies in non-human primates have already shown ProxAlpha to be safe at efficacious doses.  
 
About Centrose 
Centrose is a drug discovery company that is creating a new generation of targeted medicines. 
Our mission is to find cures for untreatable diseases and deliver the promise of “true" precision 
therapies to the global healthcare industry. Our focus on the chemistry and biology that is 
unique to humans led us to the creation of EDC technology. Centrose is currently looking for 
additional funding to bring all EDC drug leads into the clinical trials. 
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